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Main
Indices

Description 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

Electricity purchase

from power plants, GWh 32 877 32 824 30 912 31 553 30 928 27 975 25 376

Electricity sales to electricity 

supply companies, GWh 33 207 33 462 33 876 34 222 34 697 31 356 27 151

Return of financial transactions, HUF million 1 697 6 198 13 464 4 614 7 399 2 031 7 456

Funds spent on development, HUF million 31 978 21 426 11 010 13 305 13 822 24 766 22 727

Revenues, HUF million 311 593 350 787 372 818 438 116 402 009 416 871 396 537

Costs and expenditures, HUF million 309 692 340 040 360 534 428 653 432 793 418 108 386 775

Profit before tax, HUF million 1 901 10 747 12 284 9 463 -30 784 -1 238 9 762

MVM’s Balance Sheet Total, HUF million 306 695 309 159 318 724 329 621 325 397 365 308 482 289

Manpower, cap. 424 438 423 360 380 377 391
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We are leaving behind us an exciting year full of pro-

fessional challenges, not only MVM and its Group, but

also the Hungarian electricity sector as a whole. 2004

was the first actually full year for Hungary’s electricity

sector to live through, after a year’s learning time,

under the conditions of a partially deregulated market.

Now, it can be surely stated that MVM stood its

ground successfully in new circumstances, and what

is more, last year clearly put the Company on a new

track opening the way for self-financing for Hungary’s only nationally owned electricity company. Based on

the results of 2004, among other things, that will enable the Company this year to follow in the track of

important electricity companies who have already step in the liberalised European electricity market. I think it

is highly important and determining for our future that MVM continued to maintain cooperating partnership

relations with the participants of the ever more colourful domestic electricity market, i.e. the generation com-

panies, electricity suppliers and traders.

Last year’s experience has clearly shown that MVM and its Group have not only been able to keep their leading

position in the Hungarian electricity sector in the new liberalized market environment but also to find new oppor-

tunities to attain significant growth in the near future _ building upon their existing strengths and achievements.

In this respect, it was just the annual Shareholders’ Meeting closing business year 2004 that passed resolutions

decisive for the future of the Company. The Shareholders’ Meeting resolved to distribute an additional divi-

dend of HUF 2 thousand million over and above the previously distributed interim dividend of HUF 3 thousand

million _ as an evidence of the Company’s ability to bring profit to its owners _ and, at the same time, gave

their approval to MVM’s Business Policy 2005, which already included the outlines of the Group’s new strategy.

It is our task to achieve a substantial increase in the market value of the Group through improving the effi-

ciency of operation and the profit-yielding capacity of the Group. There are substantial reserves still to be

explored in the field of Group-level synergy. I am convinced that this is one of the key factors of the future of

MVM and its Group.

MVM’s objective for the future is to act successfully in the fully liberalized domestic electricity market as a

strategic holding and the leader of its group of electricity companies of integrated operation. Besides this

MVM wants to have a role, at the same time, in the energy industry of the Central-European Region on the

other hand. The year 2004 is of crucial importance as a milestone on the road that the Company follows

towards this end. I trust that this Annual Report will give

a true and fair picture of all this to each and every of our

interested readers.

DR. ISTVÁN KOCSIS

Chief Executive Officer
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Report of the
Board of Directors

In 2004, MVM’s operating income was HUF 2.2 thou-

sand million with an income after tax of HUF 9.8 thou-

sand million. This modified the Company’s retained

profit for the year to HUF 6.8 thousand million after

the payment of an interim dividend of HUF 3 thousand

million. This represented a significant improvement in

performance when compared to the earlier projected

losses of HUF 2.3 thousand million.

In 2004 - in accordance with the stipulations of Act

CXLIV of 1997 dealing with Business Associations, the

Company’s Articles of Association and its own Rules of

Procedure - the Board of Directors held a total number

of 14 Board Meetings and prepared 4 Shareholders’

Meetings. During the last fiscal period, the Board of

Directors also passed a total of 114 resolutions, most of

which related to the Company’s technical, financial and

commercial functions and to MVM's affiliated compa-

nies, pertaining mainly to the members’ meetings of

such affiliates. In 2004, four resolutions were passed

concerning the Company’s strategic issues and Budget.

The membership of MVM’s Board of Directors changed

on a number of occasions during the business year of

2004. The Chairman of the Board resigned from his

post on January 8, 2004 and the Board elected a new

Chairman. There were five changes in the membership

altogether. The Board had eleven members as of

December 31.

In 2004, the most important change in the external

regulatory environment affecting the Company’s

operation, took place in the area of electricity pricing.

This involved the termination of regulated generation

price. For other participants in the public utility sector,

the official price regulation remained unchanged. At

the same time, the ‘cost pass-through rate system’(ÁKD)

was also ended. In 2004, the regulated price system

included no provisions for settling the still outstanding

receivables _ not disputed by the Hungarian Energy

Office _ of HUF 14.3 thousand million of ÁKD. The

interest charges associated with such receivables

increased by HUF 1.7 thousand million last year. These

outstanding receivables of HUF 16 thousand million are

included in the ‘accrued and deferred assets’ item of

the Balance Sheet.
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Following the price increase of August 2003 - which had

a favourable effect on MVM’s financial position - public

utility wholesale prices were reduced by 2.9% from

January 1, 2004 in spite of the raise of the gas price in

the preceding year. Also from July 2004, the Electricity

Act - in accordance with the European Energy Policy

Directive - made it possible for every non-household

customer to trade on the open market, which meant

that in theory, the market opening was raised to 70%.

The actual extent of the competitve market grew from

the previously estimated annual amount of 6 TWh, to

6.9 TWh by the end of 2004. This accounted for approxi-

mately 20% of the Country's total electricity consump-

tion. In consequence, public utility electricity sales fell

short of the projected volume by 8%. This made such a

significant change compared with the plan that the sys-

tem operator Mavir Rt. took over only 7.5% of the elect-

rical output originally projected for making up for trans-

mission losses.

At the same time, the outage of reactor No. 2 of the

Nuclear Power Plant of Paks was not foreseen in MVM’s

Budget. However, the reactor was restarted at 25

August and remained in continuous operation until

December 17. There were substantial changes taking

place on the assets side of the Balance Sheet in terms of

both volume and composition, which were brought

about by the changing of the market structure.

In the second half of the year, free-market sales of MVM

grew due to the surplus in power balance. Our sales at

capacity auctions were up on the projected figure by 0.3

TWh and consequently, revenues from stranded cost

recovery charges rose by HUF 2.4 thousand million. All

this resulted in a significant reduction of HUF 10.6 thou-

sand million of the losses in the wholesale business,

which however, still remained loss making (HUF -4.1

thousand million) in 2004. Due to a 12.7% increase of

transmission charges from January 1, Transmission

Business realised an income of HUF 4.5 thousand million,

which was up on the projected figure by HUF 0.2 thou-

sand million, in spite of a reduction in the transmitted

volume. The operating income from other businesses

was down on the projected figure by HUF 1.7 thousand

million, caused essentially by higher appropriations to

provisions. In turn, MVM's dividends were higher than

expected (by HUF 1.6 thousand million) and totalled HUF

8.6 thousand million. Most of this came from Dunamenti

and Mátrai Power Plant Companies and from MVM

Partner Rt. Financial Transactions proved to be more

profitable for the Company than expected, yielding an

amount of HUF 7.5 thousand million. This was up on the

budgeted figure by almost HUF 3 thousand million due

to the received dividends, the exchange gains realised

because of favourable foreign exchange rates and the

lowering of interest expenditures.

In summary, it can be said that the Company invariably

had to tackle substantial difficulties while carrying out its

operations in the last fiscal period. The price margin,

and so the operating income of its Electricity Trade

Business, still remained on the negative side. Although

the Company’s aggregate operating income had beco-

me positive by the end of 2004, it still remained below

the expected profitability level of the electricity industry.

Concerning MVM’s Business Policy Objectives for 2004, it

can be said that the Company fully discharged its statu-

tory supply obligations, ensuring the availability of

power supply to the public utility sector and fully satis-

fying the demand of the public utility customers. The

Company promissed the availability of the Transmission

System, under its joint control with MAVIR Rt. as System

Operator, in a coordinated manner and regime. MVM

performed all the developments essential for the secu-

rity of supply and the reliability of operation. The out-

ages of the Transmission System did not exceed the nor-

mal level (also acceptable in international terms). The

Company provided the System Operator with the

required amount of regulating reserve capacities.

In March, MVM submitted to the Hungarian Energy

Office (HEO) a Price Revision Request with the aim of

effecting the correction of wholesale electricity tariffs

so that its wholesale trading activity could become self-

financing. In its resulting decision, HEO recognised HUF

18 thousand million of the requested HUF 33 thousand

million, but rejected HUF 4.5 thousand million, and

promised that in the future it would recognise the rest

of the requested items in the price of electricity.

Therefore, on the whole, it can be established that in

2004, the Company performed its operations in accor-

dance with the expectations of its owners and also ful-

filled its projected Business Policy Objectives.
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Organizational
Structure

of MVM
31 December 2004
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Dr. István Kocsis
(from 01. 12. 2004.)

trustee CEO,
(from 13. 01. 2005.)

CEO

Dr. Károly Gerse
Senior Deputy

Chief Executive
Erzsébet  Darida

Economic Director

The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) performs the day-to-day management of the Company within the framework set out in the Deed of

Foundation, the Rules of Procedure of the Board of Directors, and finally, in the resolutions of the Shareholders’ Meeting and of the Board

of Directors. The CEO duties include: preparing propositions for the meetings of the Board of Directors; ensuring the compliance of the

relevant statute and official regulations; implementing the resolutions passed at the Shareholders’ Meeting and Board of Directors. The

CEO also controls and monitors the fulfilment of the obligations laid down in the Electricity Act, other relevant statutes and in the Ope-

rational Licences of the Company. The CEO coordinates the elaboration and implementation of MVM’s strategy and heads the manage-

ment of the whole organizational structure of the Company. The units under his direct control are the Divisions and the following depart-

ments: Security, Legal and Administration, Human Resources, Internal Audit and Communications.

The main responsibility of the Senior Deputy Chief Executive
(SDCE) is to act as general substitute for MVM's CEO and, when
in this capacity, the SDCE acts with the same authority as that of
the CEO. SDCE approves the Project Development Documents
and Investment Programs allowed within the Company’s organ-
ization; signs the approved Project Licensing Documents.
Management of the work of different Standing Committees
active with MVM is also the responsibility of the Senior Deputy
Chief Executive. Coordination of the regulatory works related to
the Company’s operating environment is the high-priority res-
ponsibility of the SDCE.

The divisions under the direction of the Economic Director (ED)
carry out the Company’s business planning, perform the Com-
pany’s financial and accounting operations and implements the
Company’s Accounting Policy. ED prepares the consolidated
financial statements of the Company and of the MVM Group.
The areas of responsibility include - within the organization of
the Company and consolidated within the Group - executive
accounting, which makes the separation of businesses possible
in compliance with the relevant EU directives. The division per-
forms the evaluation of the fulfilment of the requirements in
terms of efficiency and profitability; coordinates the Company’s
controlling and risk management operations.

László Pál 
(until 01. 12. 2004.)

CEO
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M a n a g e m e n t

Imre  Mártha
Commercial Director

Gábor Tari
Network Director

Dr. István Dalicsek
(until 28. 02. 2005)

Strategy Director

Dr. Imre Karl
(from 07. 02. 2005.)

Strategy Director

The Commercial Director (CD) is responsible - based on the
Public Utility Wholesale Operational Licence - for the mana-
gement of the Company’s Public Utility Wholesale Business,
the elaboration of the Commercial Strategy, the preparation
of the contracts required for ensuring the security of power
supply and the sale of surplus capacities. CD is responsible for
the management of the company as a licence-holder. The CD
has a key role in the enforcement of the least-cost principle
in the Company’s operations as public utility wholesaler. Ope-
ration of the Public Utility Balance Group and cooperation
with the System Operator is also the responsibility of the
Commercial Director.

The primary task of the Strategy Director (SD) is to formulate the Company’s vision and strategic objectives, taking into account the
owner’s expectations; to elaborate the Company’s strategy and to ensure that the sub-strategies are in harmony. The SD supervises the
IT activities of MVM and also is responsible for the supervision of International Relations. The organization coordinating the Company’s
quality and environmental protection management responsibilities operates within the framework of the Directorate.

The Network Director (ND) is basically responsible for the management
of the Company’s operations as transmission licence-holder, and its
telecommunications operations; for the supervision of the delivery of
the obligations stipulated by the Transmission Operational Licence. As
part of this main responsibility, ND carries out the uniform manage-
ment and functional operation of the elements of the Transmission
System - including the elements of the telecommunications system -
and the control and supervision of their financial management; ensures
the conditions of operation in accordance with the prevailing UCTE regu-
lations and the effective legal regulations - including the relevant EU
directive. In addition, ND supervises the preparation of the contracts
related to the use of the Transmission System, the invoicing of delive-
ries, the planning and implementation of the maintenance and upgra-
ding tasks required for the preservation of the state of repair and reli-
ability of operation of the network owned by MVM.
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Vilmos Holló
Asset Management

Director
Tamás Somogyi

Chief Security Officer

Dr. Mihály Izsáki
Head of the Legal and

Administraton Department

Ágoston Tringer
Head of the Communi-

cations Department

Within the framework of asset management, the Asset
Management Director (AMD) coordinates the operation of
MVM's power plants - including secondary reserve power plants
and gas engine district heating generation units - performs the
management of operation and maintenance. The AMD pre-
pares MVM's Development Plan; coordinates and supervises the
preparation of owner’s decisions related to the nuclear power
plant. Supervision of the Companies in the MVM portfolio is
also included. The AMD exercises the owner’s rights over the
member firms within the MVM Group and prepares agendas
reports, etc. for the shareholders’ or members’ meetings of such
firms. Exploration of new business areas for the Company is also
the responsibility of the AMD. Within the framework of asset
management, the AMD coordinates investment operations with
special regard to public procurements and ensures the smooth
operation of MVM's buildings.

The Chief Security Officer (CSO) elaborates and controls MVM's
established set of safety requirements; controls the Company’s
health and safety and fire prevention activities; supervises the
protection of classified information; is responsible for the obser-
vance of the IT security rules and also performs the security
supervision of MVM Depository. The CSO coordinates the
safety operations of the companies under MVM control and
keeps contact with the national authorities regulating the acti-
vities in this field.

The Head of the Legal and Administration Department is respon-
sible for performing the duties of senior legal advisor for the sake
of enforcing the rights and discharging the obligations of the
Company.  Organization of the Company’s legal activity; providing
legal advisor’s representation before courts and other official bod-
ies. Preparation, assessment and execution of (i.e. putting into
effect) financial and other decisions; actions and resolutions; ensur-
ing the legal control of public procurement procedures is also
included in the responsibilities. The Head of the Legal Department
coordinates the administ-rative duties related to the operation of
the Company’s leading bodies. The tasks related to internal control
and the document handling activity. The responsibilities of the
Department include monitoring the changes of relevant legisla-
tions and adjusting the inner bylaws related to operational licences.

The organizational unit managed by the Head of the
Communications Department (HCD), performs the Company’s
communications, press, PR and event planning duties. In the
framework of this, it performs the planning of communications
with non-governmental organizations, partner companies, the
press and the media. Preparation of MVM’s publications and
management of the Company’s sponsorship commitments are
also in the HCD’s remit. The manager of the area keeps cons-
tantly in contact with the relevant organizations of the Group in
order to coordinate the communications activities of MVM
Group. The Communications Department controls the con-
tent management of the online presentations of the
Company and  coordinates MVM’s relations with professional
and other organizations.
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In terms of its public utility electricity wholesal opera-

tions in 2004, MVM was faced with the serious challenge

of eligible customers switching to new supplier in higher

numbers than forecasted. However, MVM was able to

rise to the challenge and manage the new situation and

flexibly adapt to the constantly changing circumstances.

Due to the change in market conditions, purchases from

power plants were reduced with 2.6 TWh. At the same

time, MVM's electricity sales to electricity supply compa-

nies were also down 13.4% from the previous year and

totalled 27.2 TWh. An amount of approximately 2 TWh

electricity was sold to competitive market traders from

the surplus of the public utility purchase portfolio, half

of which was realised through capacity auctions.

As a public utility wholesaler, MVM contracted 4650

megawatt of domestic generation capacities in total, 220

megawatt of it under guaranteed off-take. This amount

included the capacities contracted in Oroszlány and Bán-

hida power plants, which were left without PPAs in 2004.

The latter capacities were contracted based on the opi-

nion of the sectoral Crisis Working Comittee’s Operational

Meeting, which considered this necessary due to the out-

age of reactor No. 2 of Paks Nuclear Power Plant.

To supply the expected demands of the public utility and

domestic competitive markets through auction, purc-

hases of nearly 27 TWh from power plants and approxi-

mately 3.9 TWh from the excess of imports over exports

were budgeted. In its Budget, MVM projected that the

shut-down of reactor No. 2 of Paks would last for the full

year, but in reality the Reactor was in operation from

August 25 to December 17, 2004. Within this period, and

mainly during night hours, MVM sold electricity in the

competitive market through its electronic Marketplace

to enable system balancing.

In compensation for the higher prices of electricity gene-

rated by power plants falling under the obligation of

‘guaranteed off-take’ pursuant to the Price Decree

effective as from January 1, 2004, MVM was also gran-

ted reimbursement for the adverse effects of guaran-

teed feed-in tariffs (KÁP) [extra electricity bonus].

Evaluation
of the Activities

Trading
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on the bids of the participants, the actual quantity of

electricity sold by MVM amounted to 498.8 GWh. For

the second half of the year, MVM put up for auction 180

MW off-peak and 60 MW base load capacities and the

associated electrical output of 685.7 GWh. This time,

553.2 GWh of energy was sold. In the course of the two

auctions, the total value of electricity purchased by free

market players was HUF 6.3 thousand million, which

brought the Company HUF 9.5 thousand million in

stranded cost recovery.

Over auction commitments, forced sales remained neces-

sary during the last business year for improving balancing

potentials. In accordance with the regulations, these were

also realised through the Electronic Market Place and/or

tenders. Market place sales totalled 930.2 GWh and fo-

reign exchange exports 103.2 GWh. In addition to com-

mercial transactions in business year 2004, the volume of

delivery of the export side of the barter transaction

(brought forward from the previous year) amounted to

364.6 GWh, and that of the Agreement on Day-ahead

Exchange of Electricity aimed at improving system balan-

cing potentials to 71.2 GWh.

In compliance with its obligations prescribed by law and

its operational licence, MVM, as public utility wholesaler,

entered into a commercial relationship with MAVIR Rt.

(Hungarian Power System Operator Company Ltd.), as

System Operator. This involved MVM selling the System

Operator, through offering the reserve generation

capacities contracted in long-term agreements, ancillary

services and electricity to cover transmission losses. In

turn, MAVIR Rt. provided the public utility balance group

manager MVM with balancing energy to compensate

for departures from schedule of customer load.

The Company’s main responsibility is to fully satisfy pub-

lic utility capacity and energy demands. The management

of the public utility balance group, the preparation of

load schedules and related duties were the responsibility

of the Balancing Group Managing Department (MIO) of

MVM’s Commercial Division. Since December 1, 2004, MIO

has been delivering this duty in a continuous shift system

making it possible to modify public utility load schedules

at any time of the day. This has had a favourable impact

on the financial position of the Company.

In preparation for the period following the expiry of

regulated generation selling-prices, MVM initiated

negotiations with all the generators with whom it had

effective PPA’s. The aim was to clarify and interpret the

price formulas set out in the agreements for the sake of

applicability. As a result of the negotiations, the majo-

rity of the Company’s electricity purchases are now

made at the prices and charges computed using the

pricing formulas set out in the PPAs. MVM continues to

buy the electricity falling under the effect of the Decree

on Guaranteed Off-take at regulated prices.

Purchase prices were made up of the following ele-

ments: availability, energy, start-up, black start, nuclear

fund contribution and supplementary charges. Special

tariff rates were applied on a monthly basis in conside-

ration for the generation companies’ adjusting their

course of operations to the demands of the Power

System. The Company followed the seasonal price fluc-

tuations of liquid hydrocarbons through the application

of a cost pass-through rate.

The import contracts serving to supplement domestic

sources are basically aimed at ensuring the capacities

required for meeting the demands of public utility cus-

tomers and providing for operating reserves. During the

last fiscal period, it remained a requirement to bring this

about by applying the ‘least-cost’ principle. Imports

were basically delivered under three long-term agree-

ments, in total, a volume of 4.1 TWh. However, due to

the outage of reactor No. 2 at Paks and for other port-

folio reasons, additional imports of 316.8 GWh became

necessary during the last business year beyond those

volumes contracted in the long-term agreements. In

addition, the Company purchased an electrical output of

152.2 GWh from domestic traders, in the non-discrimina-

tory and transparent way provided for in the relevant

statutory regulations, i.e. by means of tenders and

through the Electronic Market Place.

In 2004, MVM launched capacity auctions for two six

months’ periods at which it offered free market players

the capacity or output of a so-called ‘Virtual Power

Plant’. For the first six months’ period, 100 MW off-peak

and 55 MW base load capacities and the associated elect-

rical output of 476.9 GWh were ‘knocked down’. Based



In the Electricity Act and MVM’s Transmission Licence,

MVM has an obligation to ensure the availability of

assets to meet the required capacities and technical

levels necessary for the performance of all its activi-

ties, including the required maintenance, repair,

upgrading and appropriate development of the

transmission network. The funds required for dis-

charging this statutory obligation are provided

through a ‘Network Use Fee’ built in to the electri-

city price. This fee was HUF 0.622 per kWh in 2004.

Although MVM projected HUF 23.3 thousand million

for its sales revenue from transmission activities in its

Budget of 2004, the Company realized only HUF 21.6

thousand million during that period. Further, MVM

has had to share this amount with other parties who

are owners of transmission network elements, as

provided in the decree issued by the Ministry of

Economic Affairs. Accordingly, the Company paid

HUF 970.5 million to power supply companies and

HUF 250.3 million to power plants.

In addition to providing inland supply, the trans-

mission network is occasionally used for the purpo-

ses of international transit by foreign partners. MVM

is entitled to 80% of the revenues from the power

transit contracted by Magyar Villamosenergia-ipari

Rendszerirányító Rt. (The Hungarian Power System

Operator Company - MAVIR) - again under the

decree of the Ministry of Economic Affairs. This

amounted to HUF 693.2 million in 2004. Over and

above this, network charge revenues relating to

cross-border trade amounted to HUF 111.6 million in

the year under review.

All these revenues, however, were only sufficient to

cover part of MVM’s HUF 4.2 thousand million

Operation and Maintenance Agreement with Országos

Villamos Távvezeték Rt. (National Power Line Company

Ltd. - OVIT) and the other maintenance activities coor-

dinated by MVM. The upgrading requirements excee-

ded the amortization of the transmission network and

the return on assets stipulated in the decree.

In its Budget, MVM projected HUF 18.7 thousand mil-

lion for the development and upgrading of the net-

work in 2004. This projection was almost fully rea-

lized by the end of the business year. The total net-

work expenditures amounted to HUF 18.3 thousand

million. On the development front, the implementa-

tion of the 400 kV connection between the towns of

Paks and Pécs in accordance with the regulations of

the Hungarian Energy Office was of special impor-

tance. The test operation of the new power line was

completed successfully on December 15, 2004. After

having acquired the relevant right-of-way permits,

the construction of the Gyõr-Szombathely 400 kV

connection, important for the security of supply of

the Transdanubian Region, was also started.

The Transmission System consists of approximately

3500 route km of overhead lines and 25 substations.

95% of the 220 kV lines and 24% of the 400 kV lines

are more than 25 years old, and therefore need to be

upgraded on a continuous basis. In previous years,

MVM has had to restrain its upgrading activities. Last

year however, the funds allocated to upgrading were

significantly increased. Within the Substation Recon-

struction Project (which began years ago), the comp-

lete reconstruction of the 400 kV and 220 kV systems

of Sajószöged Substation were finished and the re-

construction of the 400 kV system of Litér Substation

was started in 2004. The reconstruction of the 220 kV

Substation of Albertfalva was finished, and the

reconstruction of the 220 kV Substation purchased

from Dunamenti Erõmû Rt. (Dunamenti Power Plant

Ltd.) at the beginning of the year also began. In addi-

tion to the above, the retrofit of the transformer

bases in Szolnok, Debrecen and Felsõzsolca was comp-

leted; the reconstruction of the 120 kV reinforced

concrete portals was completed in Debrecen, and

Phase I of the same project was completed in Szeged,

with Phase II projected for 2005. The refurbishment

of the auxiliary equipment in Debrecen was also

completed. In addition, over-aged batteries were

replaced in Sajószöged, Martonvásár and Oroszlány.

Power line upgrading works involved the completion

of the reconstruction of the Sajószöged-Göd 400 kV

connection as related to the refurbishment of

Sajószöged Substation. Furthermore, the upgrading

of the 220 kV power lines was completed along the

Transmiss ion
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Dunamenti-Dunaújváros and Detk-Szolnok sections,

and between Sajószöged and Tiszai Hõerõmû (Tisza

Thermal Power Plant). Reconstruction also started on

the 400 kV connection between Sajószöged and the

state border, and on the 220 kV connection between

Gyõr and the state border. Completion of the latter

works is projected for 2005.

The telecommunications projects planned for last

year have been fully realized. This involved replacing

the 2 GHz connection with optical fibres and partly

with a 7 GHz microwave technology during the

upgrading of the power line between Dunamenti

Erõmû Rt. (Dunamenti Power Plant Ltd.) and the

town of Dunaújváros.

In the course of implementation, optical fibres were

employed within the overhead ground wire of the

Pécs-Paks power transmission line, connecting the

town of Pécs to MVM's SDH telecommunications ring

network. It continues to be one of our targets to sell,

as far as possible, any free capacities of the exten-

ded optical trunk network whilst maintaining the prio-

rity of the transmission licence-holder’s activity.

Telecommunications services provided by the Com-

pany as a transmission licence-holder, resulted in reve-

nues of HUF 1.4 thousand million in 2004.

Within the framework of telecommunications pro-

jects, the extension of the Telecommunications Node

of the 400/120 kV Sándorfalva Substation in the

directions of Arad and Szabadka was completed. The

equipment now provides the telecommunications

connection for transmitting the data required by

MAVIR Rt. for the operation of the system.

Pursuant to the decision of the Nemzeti Hírközlési

Hatóság (National Communications Authority), the

replacement of the 2 GHz microwave network was

completed. The instrumentation required for quick

fault localization and the performance of control

measurements on telecommunications equipment

was also purchased.
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Since January 1, 2003, Gas Turbine Power Plant

Operational and Maintenance Ltd. (GTER) has been

the generation licence-holder of MVM’s secondary

reserve gas turbines at Litér, Sajószöged and Lõrinci

power plants. GTER, in which MVM holds a 100%

stake, has disposal of those plants’ implements under

a leasing agreement. While the operation and fuel

supply of the plants is the responsibility of GTER,

their availability, i.e. the required refurbishment and

maintenance works and capital expenditures, is the

responsibility of MVM's Power Plant Subdivision.

The rent of the three power plants (total rated

capacity 410 MW) is determined by the difference

between the availability charge under the indefinite

contract of GTER with the system operator MAVIR

and the operating costs of GTER Kft. where power

plant availability is 95%. In 2004, such rents brought

HUF 8.6 thousand million in revenues for the MVM.

Miskolci Fûtõerõmû Kft. [Miskolc District Heating

Power Plant Ltd.], in which MVM holds a majority

stake, and Miskolci Hõszolgáltató Kft. a minority

stake, operate the seven gas engines at the Borsod

County Seat, also in the form of a lease. In 2004, total

rents amounted to HUF 869 million. The commercial

operation of this generation units signifies the new

development trend of the Company, district heating

supply with co-generatingon power units through

productive capital investments.

In accordance with the previous development agree-

ment between MVM and Vértes Power Plant Ltd.

(VÉRT), the reconstruction project of the Tatabánya

Heating Power Plant was completed with the techni-

cal content and by the deadline originally projected.

This involved converting four boilers to natural

gas/oil; the setting up a generation unit of three gas

engines of 18 MW total capacity, and refurbishing

one of the fields of the so-called Galla Substation.

Due to this, the Tatabánya Heating Power Plant has

now become compliant with the stringent environ-

mental requirements. It is capable of high-efficiency

and profitable combined heat and power generation

whilst having reduced the overall costs of heat gene-

ration. This development was realised through pro-

ject financing by MVM who provided their own cap-

ital contribution thus relieving Vértes Power Plant

Ltd. of the burdens of financing. Through the pur-

chase of the business share held by VÉRT, Tatabánya

Power Plant Ltd., 99.99% was transferred to MVM

and so the generation portfolio of the Company was

extended with a cogeneration plant of 180 MW ther-

mal and 50 MW electrical capacities.

In 2004, HUF 900 million was budgeted for power

plant development projects, but the actual sum

invested amounted only to HUF 500 million. HUF 3.35

thousand million was budgeted for generation-rela-

ted project investments, but actual investments

amounted to HUF 3.3 thousand million.

The wastewater treatment plant of Litér was comp-

leted as part of the gas turbine power plant project,

and renovation works to improve the operational

reliability of the power plants and maintain their

technical level were continued as per the require-

ments. The reconstruction of the cooling pond of

Lõrinci prescribed by the Waterworks Authority was

postponed to 2005. However, the relevant design

and preparatory works were already started last year.

The Gas Engine District Heating Power Plant Project

of Miskolc was completed as part of the develop-

ment efforts related to district heating plants.

Generat ion
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The year 2004 invariably saw no substantial changes

in the structure of MVM’s investments. The Company

has continued to acquire stakes mainly in invest-

ments related to the Power System. Up this point,

MVM has been thinking in terms of Group-level

investments. In practice this means that these busi-

ness moves should be optimised at a group level. The

main field of investment activity is likely to remain relat-

ed to the acquisitions of district heating power plant

projects and companies, and in the field of power gene-

ration combined with district heating supply on the

basis of gas engine or gas turbine technology.

At the beginning of the previous business year,

MVM's corporate participations amounted to HUF

148.8 thousand million at face value. By the end of

the year, this value grew to HUF 153.6 thousand mil-

lion. Firstly, this growth was due to the interest acqui-

sition in Tatabánya Erõmû Kft. [Tatabánya Power

Plant Ltd.] through capital increase. Secondly, the

Company bought business shares at face value on two

occasions, worth HUF 200 million and HUF 1.7 thousand

million respectively, from Vértesi Erõmû Rt. [Vértes

Power Plant Ltd.], co-owner of the heating power

plant company. In addition, MVM bought from Tesco

Nemzetközi Együttmûködési és Tanácsadó Kft. [Tesco

International Cooperation and Consulting Ltd.] its par-

cel of shares with a face value of HUF 8.2 million in

Mátrai Erõmû Rt. [Mátra Power Plant Ltd.] for a price

of HUF 10 million. With this transaction, MVM’s share

grew to 25.5%. Thirdly, MVM executed a capital

increase of EUR 227 thousand in MVM-ADWEST

Marketing GmbH from its own retained earnings.

In the evaluation of participations, it is important to

note that Vértesi Erõmû Rt. recorded a substantial loss

in 2004, and, on the basis of the Company’s projected

liabilities and market value, it would not be justified to

write back its impairment loss recognised in 2003. 

It can be said of MVM’s investments that as a whole,

they are profitable in general; indeed some of them

provide substantial dividends for MVM. Because of

the non-availability of Reactor 2 of Paksi Atomerõmû

Rt. [Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd.], this company is

not expected to yield dividends for MVM, and the

same is true for Vértesi Erõmû Rt. due to severance

disbursements because of the mine closures. The

other investments, however - first of all Mátrai

Erõmû Rt., Dunamenti Erõmû Rt. and MVM Partner

Rt. - have contributed to the Group's net income du-

ring the business year 2004, realizing substantial divi-

dend payments.

The extension of the useful life of Paks Nuclear

Power Plant is of strategic importance both for MVM

and the whole country. The Lifetime Extension and

Capacity Development Project of Paks is of high pri-

ority as it involves a substantial capacity extension at

relatively low investment. The Company is investiga-

ting the possibility of participating in the establish-

ment of a pump storage hydropower plant because

the balancing of the Hungarian Power System could

indicate to have additional balancing capacities.

Currently, power plant development efforts are

focused on Phase II of the modernisation of the dist-

rict heating supply system at Miskolc. As part of the

project series launched four years ago, 7 gas engines

have already been put into operation at the sites of

Miskolci Hõszolgáltató Kft. [Miskolc Heat Supply Ltd.],

and currently a power plant of an electric capacity of

nearly 50 MW is being planed to implement through

project financing. Additionally, MVM is constantly

looking into development opportunities abroad,

given the fact that the cogeneration potential has

not been exploited everywhere in the world as yet.

For this, however, it is necessary to establish the

required financial background. 

The number of the MVM’s affiliates remains on the

increase during the past year with Tatabánya Erõmû

Kft. This year it is likely that we will see a substantial

capital increase of the company established jointly

with the heat supply company of Miskolc. MVM’s

plans for the future include its appearance, through

commercial affiliates, in the neighbouring countries’

competitive markets.

Investment
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The new risks emerging as inherent in the Company’s

operation due to the liberalization of the electricity mar-

ket, make it necessary for MVM to further develop its

existing practices so that it can have a Risk Management

System in accordance with the electricity industry’s busi-

ness practices. 

As a first step in the development of the risk manage-

ment activity, a Risk Management Committee was set up

in 2003, an executive body for the professional direction

of Risk Management and the Risk Management Orga-

nization, to carry out operative tasks working within a

department structure. 

Making any conceptual and strategic decisions related

to the management of risks is the responsibility of the

Company’s top management. The Risk Management

Policy serving this purpose (approved in June 2004), inclu-

ded the identification of, and management policies for, the

main risks emerging in the course of the operation of the

Company as well as the rules of organization and opera-

tion of risk management. The Board of Directors were

informed on a regular basis of the steps being taken to

implement the Risk Management Policy and of the risk

management activity within the organization.

In implementing the Risk Management Policy, we

reviewed the main business processes of the Company

and identified the sources of the emerging risks last year.

Decisions were made on the method of their manage-

ment. The new operational model, developed on the

basis of this by the end of 2004, was recognized in the

bylaws of the Company. The Rules of Risk Management,

setting out the detailed rules of operation of the Risk

Management Organization, were issued in the first half

of 2005. Besides MVM, the Risk Management Policy is

relevant to the two affiliates of the Company speciali-

sing in the trade of electricity, MVM Partner Rt. and

MVM-Adwest GmbH. The rules and orders of procedure

of risk management of these companies are included in

their respective Trade and Risk Management Rules.

Concerning MVM, the main operative activities of the

Risk Management Organization involved in 2004 as fol-

lows: performing the credit risk analysis; complex risk

management assessment of major commercial transac-

tions and giving preliminary opinions on commercial

contracts; providing professional support for the price

negotiations with generators in 2004. The further

responsibility of the organization is to elaborate and

operate the mathematical model analysing the

Company’s financial risks; preparing the ISDA frame-

work agreements, writing analyses on the exchange

rate and interest rate risks of foreign exchange credits

and analysing the risks of major capital expenditures.

The introduction of the risk management modules of

the ETRM (Electronic Trade and Risk Management) sys-

tem, purchased by the Company at an earlier stage for

carrying out the risk analysis of the trading activity, was

performed during the year of 2004.

In the course of the year, MVM Partner Rt. and MVM-

Adwest GmbH were provided with services by the Risk

Management Organization. These mainly related to the

preparation and analysis of commercial transactions.

The Organization carried out the acid tests of actual and

potential business partners; took part in the preparation

of EFET framework agreements with wholesale partners

and in the formulation of the terms and conditions of

customer supply agreements relevant to risk manage-

ment (price formulas, terms of payment, rules of termi-

nation, etc.).

The Risk Management Committee also monitored the

risk management activities of MVM and its commercial

affiliates and, at the request of the Risk Management

Organization, took a position in issues going beyond the

competence of the Organization.

In summary, it can be said that risk management conside-

rations and procedures have by now been integrated

with the main business procedures of MVM and its com-

mercial affiliates. In this respect the Company’s practices

are in compliance with the best business practices of

European energy companies.

Risk Management
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MVM carries out its environmental activity within the

framework of the Company’s IERMS in accordance

with the requirements of the Environmental Mana-

gement System certified to Standard ISO 14001 by

the Hungarian Standards Institution and IQ Net. As a

result of last year's audit, the Institution extended

the validity of the certificate for a further three

years. The operation and maintenance of the Com-

pany’s facilities and the implementation of projects is

carried out in every case in accordance with the

effective environmental regulations.

The Company seeks to install and use the most cutting-

edge techniques. This is not only an EU requirement for

energy companies set, but it is also prescribed as a con-

dition in domestic approval procedures.

Last year MVM’s environmental expenditures total-

led HUF 242 million. The largest item of this (HUF 119

million) was spent on the Transmission System for fit-

ting transformer bases with closed bottoms. The

Project was started several years ago with the aim of

preventing any oil dripping from the units from get-

ting into the soil and then into the groundwater. This

converting was completed at four substations last

year. New built facilities, of course, have closed bot-

toms from the very beginning. In addition to making

transformer bases watertight, an amount of HUF 48

million was spent on other environmental arrange-

ments related to the Transmission System. Within this

category, it should also be mentioned that the instal-

lation of artificial bird nests on power transmission

poles for the Saker continued in 2004. This may cont-

ribute to the growth of the population of this rare

and specially protected bird of prey. The cooperation

between MVM, the Group member OVIT Rt., nature

conservation authorities and national park direc-

torates continued in accordance with the coopera-

tion agreements concluded a few years ago.

Remediation works of the environmental pollution

events of the previous years continued at Sajószöged

and Zugló Substations of the Transmission System.

Since the oil contamination turned out to have

affected a larger area than previously known, the

environmental authorities extended the term of per-

formance of the works at both places. Last year,

MVM spent HUF 8 million on remediation tasks.

Remediation works related to the environmental

obligations under the privatisation agreements con-

tinued on schedule also on the site of Budapesti

Erõmû Rt. (BERT) Environmental clean-up was comp-

leted at Újpest Power Plant, a fact confirmed in a

decision by Közép-Duna-völgyi Környezetvédelmi

Felügyelõség [Mid-Danube Valley Environmental

Protection Inspectorate]. All in all, this means that

remediation has been completed at four out of

BERT’s five power plants.

Of the environmental expenditures related to secon-

dary reserve gas turbines, the Company spent HUF 3

million on the management of hazardous wastes from

maintenance works and HUF 4 million on other jobs.

Expenditures related to MVM's environmental mana-

gement, such as the operation of the office buil-

dings, the dissemination of environmental information

and to others events, totalled HUF 60 million in 2004.

Environmental  Protect ion
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October 2004 saw the European power systems reach an im-

portant milestone in their integration when synchronous zones

UCTE I and II (the Balkan Region) were reconnected, which

meant connecting the power systems of the countries of the

Balkan Region (Romania, Bulgaria, Serbia, Bosnia and Greece) to

the electric networks of Western-Europe. The first electrical con-

nection between the two regions of Europe was established by

connecting the Sándorfalva-Arad power transmission line.

Strengthening international interconnections and the deve-

lopment of new connections with the power systems of the

neighbouring countries constitute an integral part of MVM’s

long-term strategy, and by this token there were regular bilate-

ral negotiations held with the representatives of Austrian,

Romanian, Slovak, Slovenian and Croatian power companies

concerning international network development projects in

progress. As a result of such negotiations, the siting agree-

ment for the establishment of the Békéscsaba - Nagyvárad

400 kV connection was signed with Transelectrica, Romania in

May 2005. Beyond the investigation of the obligations and

potentials deriving from our EU membership and of the gene-

ral trends of regional development, there have been a num-

ber of executive- and expert-level meetings held - primarily

with the power companies of the surrounding countries again

- with the aim of maintaining and strengthening bilateral pro-

fessional relations.

In the light of Hungary’s membership in the European Union

and of the changes of the European electricity sector, the

International Department explored opportunities and put for-

ward proposals for MVM for its role to be played in the Region

and for the realization of its goals. The Department followed

the changes of investment opportunities, kept contact with the

authors of domestic and international analyses, studies and pro-

posals on the economic development of the Region, of which

it gave information to the competent units of the Company.

The Company’s competent unit constantly provided informa-

tion on the topical electricity issues on the agendas of the vari-

ous forums of the EU and on the associated legislative work

of the EU.

MVM’s executive managers and some of its employees took

part in EURELECTRIC Annual Convention and Conference tit-
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led ‘Energy Liberalization: Where do We Go from Here?’ -

which was held in Lyon in June 2004. The Company’s compe-

tent unit prepared a comprehensive report on the main chal-

lenges mentioned and statements made at the Conference.

Within the framework of the Hungarian Association of EUR-

ELECTRIC (EMT) - for which the International Department per-

forms the secretarial function - MVM’s people continue to

take an active part in the operations of the working groups

of EURELECTRIC in Brussels. They took part in the preparation

of several publications issued under the aegis of EURELECTRIC

on the topics of assuring investments, examination of out-

ages, the security of supply, statistics, public services, tax harmo-

nization, regulation models and legal issues. Preliminary works

for other publications were also started concerning the sub-

jects of electrical networks, regulations and legal comments

on the Energy Chapter of the EU Constitution. One of the wor-

king groups of EURELECTRIC pays special attention to the syn-

chronous interconnection of the power systems of the Euro-

pean countries and the NIS, a matter of great significance and

importance for the European electricity industry, and our Com-

pany’s representatives take active part in the work thereof.

The session of EURELECTRIC’s Tax Working Group was held in

Budapest  with the participation of a group of about 20

international experts.

In addition to EURELECTRIC, MVM takes part in the work of

other international organizations (Hungarian Associations of

CIGRE, ECONOMIST East European Group, EFET, VGB

Powertech and WEC).

In January and December 2004, at the request of EFET

(European Federation of Energy Traders) MVM hosted the

forum informing experts from the surrounding countries of

the Region on the standard forms of contract used in elect-

ricity trade, on regulation issues and the advantages of being

member of EFET.

The Cooperation Working Group established jointly with

Russian RAO EES electricity company held its meeting in

Budapest.
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MVM's Human Resources Management is invariably

focused around guaranteeing the supply of specia-

lists required for the efficient operation of the com-

pany. Wage management is basically regulated by

the provisions set by ÁPV Rt. as MVM’s owner on the

one hand, and by the Sectoral Medium-level and the

Local Pay Agreements on the other.

Based upon a preliminary agreement with the owner,

and also in accordance with the Sectoral Pay Agree-

ment, the Company projected a gross increase of

wages of 8% for 2004. In accordance with the Local

Pay Agreement, the increase of the basic wage was

implemented in March. This involved a 7% increase

with retroactive effect as from January 1. The obli-

gatory increase of the basic wage - not applicable to

those in managerial positions - was 4%. At the same

time, HUF 57.3 million was earmarked for an incen-

tive scheme for the purposes of rewarding the

improved performances of those not included in the

bonus system, and for efficiency improvement. Wage

development was focused on improving the balance

between the earnings of people within and outside

the bonus system. Alongside the above, the 13th

month’s pay was disbursed in two stages in accor-

dance with the Collective Agreement. Last year’s

average wage was about HUF 438 thousand per

month, which means an 8% wage development.

The Works Council accepted MVM's Social Plan on

April 9 whereby the Company committed itself to

preserve its existing social and welfare institutions in

2004. The representatives of the Employer and of

the Employees agreed that they would determine

the Annual Social Plan applying a 5.8% escalation

factor. The Employer undertook to contribute every

month in the second half of the year, HUF 1800 of the

membership fees of Employees who were members

in a mutual benefit fund, active in the Power Sector.

They also undertook to support the operation of the

fund with a HUF 110 per head contribution. In 2004,

the Rules of Organization and Operation of the

Company were amended on two occasions due to

the establishment of the Network Division and the

reorganization of the Commercial Division and of the

IT Subdivision.

In recruiting new members of the workforce, MVM

sought to attract highly experienced specialists and

also to employ young beginners and graduates who

could speak several languages. This policy, which is

now in operation, has been necessary because of the

high number of people leaving or retiring. Vacant

middle management positions were filled by reclassi-

fication of existing posts. Because no decision was

reached on appointing a suitable Transmission

System Operator (TSO), the required organizational

development was only partly realised. During the

course of the year, the management of the Com-

pany’s labour was restrained and economical. The

recruitment and hiring of experts was in accordance

with the relevant strategic decisions.

Due to the corporate impact of the EU-accession, trai-

ning remained focused on language learning and acqui-

ring the special knowledge related to the development

of the electricity market, similar to previous years.

Inspired by the results of the Employee Satisfaction

Survey conducted in 2003, the Company launched a

complex Middle and Senior Manager Development

Program. Last year, two modules of the middle mana-

ger program and one of the senior manager prog-

rams were completed. In addition, there was a com-

bined middle and senior manager training session

held. The employee survey conducted in 2004 already

showed the effectiveness of the Development Program.
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In 2004, MVM's communication activity remained

focused on presenting and representing the interests

of the Company and MVM Group, building upon the

criteria formulated during the previous year. In 2003,

we wanted to present MVM as a Company that was

prepared to accept the new market model in every

respect, building upon its own existing strengths and

by giving the right responses to the challenges ari-

sing from the market. In 2004, building on this

approach and parallel to increasingly intense discus-

sions within the sector relating to the further deve-

lopment of electricity market regulation within the

EU, we engaged in proactive communications to pro-

mote the interests of the Company and the Group, as

well as their experience and opinions about the mar-

ket model. These became more and more important

as the year progressed. This involved communicating

the Company’s intentions and interests, far more

intensively than we had done in the previous period,

by means of P.R. and the Press. At the same time, we

also used this opportunity to create publicity for sec-

toral discussions on the market model. Similarly, it

was with the aim of giving emphasis to MVM’s role

that we generated substantial media publicity around

the interconnection of the power systems of the

countries of South-eastern Europe with the West-

European network completed in October (the so-

called ‘UCTE Resynchronisation’).

In order to improve the efficiency of our PR activi-

ties, we relied on the tools of integrated communica-

tions. When implementing our major projects, we

sought to gain maximum publicity through the cent-

ral coordination of the individual PR areas. An example

of this was the complex PR activity accompanying the

implementation of the Paks-Pécs connection. This

was one of MVM’s most important projects in 2004.

We planned a series of events on two occasions (one

in summer and the other at the handing over of the

facility in November) where VIP’s, interested local

government and regional officials and inhabitants of

the region were invited to attend to gain more informa-

tion about the new facility.

This integrated approach became increasingly domi-

nant in more preferred areas of communications,

such as sponsorship and MVM's assumption of social

responsibility and the communication thereof. Here

we could build on already proven successful events.

Such an example is the Shrove-tide Children’s Concert

at the Academy of Music where the sponsored event

was accompanied by a charity campaign with partici-

pation by our staff. The National Partner Status of

Indoor Athletic World Championship X can be conside-

red to be a significant stage in MVM's sponsorship activi-

ty where in 2004, our Company helped to realize Hun-

gary’s most important sports event together with other

market leaders (OTP, Westel, Mol, Szerencsejáték Rt.).

For the last decade, MVM has had its own on-line site

and internal intranet system. It was one of the most

important communications tasks in 2004 to upgrade the

entire on-line presentation of the Company. This also

involved giving a new appearance to two homepages

of two other organizations, MVM Partner Rt. and the

Hungarian Association of EURELECTRIC hosted by MVM

Rt. beforehand as well. The project, which took almost

nine months to complete, was finished at the beginning

of 2005. It represented a new level, not only in terms of

content but in a complete image restructuring of the

external and internal pages and also the introduction of

an up-to-date integrated editorial system.
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In the year of 2004, we continued to strengthen the

communications cooperation between members of

the Group. Major presentations were fully coordinat-

ed to ensure that the Group was fully represen-ted

at professional exhibitions.

We continued the practice of laying special emphasis

on the tasks of internal communications, building on

the traditions and expectations by the internal pub-

lic, primarily by paying special regard to large events

such as the MVM Ball, Electric Days, etc.
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From February 1, 2005, a new electricity price system came into force, which involved increasing public utility

tariff rates by 11% and transmission rates by 41.6%. The increase of the tariff rates made it possible to partly make

up for the losses incurred in the area of the public utility wholesale trade because of the previous distorted price

system. As far as transmission activity was concerned, the new tariff rates were already sufficient to cover the

amortization and capital costs of the Transmission System accounted for in real terms. At the same time, the situ-

ation was aggravated by the fact that a dispute started with the power supply companies on the interpretation

of the price decree concerning invoicing.

Following the halt in electricity sales at the beginning of the year and the continuing dynamic expansion of the

competitive market, the volumes sold within the framework of public utility trade were further reduced. MVM

made additional efforts to solve the consequent problems of availability and to manage the increasing effects of

imports that accompanied the expansion of the competitive market. For this reason, a number of successful tenders

were advertised for the sale of nighttime electricity.

2 6
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In the most important capital expenditure project of

2005, the implementation works of the Gyõr-Szom-

bathely 400 kV connection was started. The Hunga-

rian Energy Office granted MVM the classification as

a public utility of the projected Békéscsaba-Arad con-

nection and negotiations to finalise the Project were

continued with the Romanian Transelectrica.

MVM made a resolution on the continued expansion

of the Company’s participation in the district heating

market and so entered the tender of Fõtáv Rt. per-

taining to the North Buda Region. As a result of the

first financial public procurement tender of the elect-

ricity sector, the financing agreement was signed for

the combined cycle power plant of Miskolc to be

implemented through project financing.

At the beginning of the year, MVM’s management

started to work out the Company’s new medium-

term strategy with the following milestones:

establishment of the Transmission System Operator

within MVM Group; sustained development of the

Company’s position as wholesaler; ownership of a

strong generation portfolio lead by Paks Nuclear

Power Plant; exploration of new investment oppor-

tunities within the Region. The Board of Directors

and Management of MVM worked strenuously on

the establishment of the internal and external condi-

tions required for the strategy’s implementation.

The beginning of 2005 brought substantial changes

in the life of Vértes Power Plant, MVM’s affiliate.

Following the completion of the new gas engine

development project with Tatabánya Erõmû Kft.

(which was handed over at the end of the previous

year), it opened a new chapter in the future of the

site. The Bánhida Power Plant was finally shut-down.

However, the potential buyer of the site desisted

from the bargain and the sale of the site fell

through. In addition, the flue-gas desulphurization

plant implemented in the framework of the Retrofit

Project of Oroszlány Power Plant was also put into

operation, which meant that units of the power

plant became available for the Hungarian Power

System complying with the environmental regulations.
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Supervisory
Board

László Miklós
chairman

Dr. György
Bakonyi

Ferenc Bodrogi Dr. Dezsõ
Börcsök

János Buják

Dr. Péter
Ferenc Deák

György Filip Dr. Péter Mihályi Ágnes Stöckler
Vargáné
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Resolution No. 7/2005 (III. 10.) of the SB

Relating to agenda item ‘Closing MVM’s Business

Year 2004’ of MVM’s ordinary Shareholders’ Meeting

2005, the Supervisory Board discussed the Financial

Statements and Annual Report, MVM 2004, as sub-

mitted by the Board of Directors.

In the accounting period under review, the Super-

visory Board performed its duties in accordance with

Act CXLIV of 1997 relating to Business Associations,

the Company’s Articles of Association and its own

approved effective Rules of Procedure.

This Report of the Supervisory Board was based on

information gathered from the Report of the Board

of Directors, the Auditors’ Report, and on the basis

of regular Interim Audits.

The Supervisory Board monitored the operation and

resolutions of the Board of Directors and observed

no violation of the law.

The books serving as a basis for the Report have been

kept in accordance with the provisions of the Hunga-

rian Act on Accounting and with the Accounting Policy

of the Shareholding Company. The Annual Report

2004 of the Shareholding Company gives a true and

fair view of the Company’s financial position.

The Supervisory Board invites the annual ordinary

Shareholders’ Meeting of MVM to approve the

financial statements and annual report on the

Company’s business activity in 2004. The balance

sheet total is HUF 482 289 million (Four hundred and

eighty-two thousand, two hundred and eighty-nine

million forint). The retained profit for the year is HUF

667 million (Six thousand, seven hundred and sixty-

seven million forint). Furthermore, the Supervisory

Board proposes to the Shareholders’ Meeting that

the Company's retained profit for the year should be

appropriated to retained earnings.

Resolution No. 67/2004 (XI. 19.) at MVM’s Sharehol-

ders’ Meeting on November 19, 2004 approved the

distribution of an interim dividend of HUF 2 995 300 800

subject to the stipulation that the shareholders

undertook to repay the interim dividend if it was

found out later that payment of such dividends was

not allowed by law pursuant to the financial state-

ments under the Act on Accounting and taking acco-

unt of the stipulations in Paragraph (1), Section 223 of

the Act on Business Associations.

The Supervisory Board agrees that this Shareholders’

Meeting, on approving the Annual Report, shall

deem the interim dividend of HUF 2 995 300 800 to

be appropriated from the net income for the year

2004 on the stipulation that the shareholders have

no interim dividend repayment obligation. Based on

this, the conditions for distributing the dividend as an

‘interim dividend’ are invariably met pursuant to the

annual Balance Sheet and Income Statement. Thus

the Supervisory Board invites the Shareholders’

Meeting to approve that shareholders not having

collected an interim dividend, be paid a dividend of a

gross amount of HUF 120 per HUF 8000 par value

MVM share under Resolution No. 67/2004. (XI. 19.) of

the Shareholders’ Meeting - until June 30, 2005.

10. March 2005,  Budapest

Chairman of the Supervisory Board

Report of the

Supervisory
Board
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To the Shareholders of

Magyar Villamos Mûvek Rt.

We have audited the accompanying balance sheet of Magyar Villamos Mûvek Rt. as at 31 December 2004,

which shows a balance sheet total of HUF 482 289 million and a profit for the year of HUF 4770 million, the

related profit and loss account for the year then ended and the notes included in the Company’s management.

The auditor’s responsibility is to express an opinion on the financial statements based on the audit and to

assess whether the business report is consistent with that presented in the financial statements.

We issued an unqualified opinion on 24 February 2004 on the Company's annual financial statements as at 31

December 2003.

We conducted our audit in accordance with Hungarian National Audit Standards and with applicable laws and

regulations in Hungary. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable

assurance about whether that financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes exa-

mining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit

also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well

as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation.

We have audited the elements of and disclosures in the annual financial statements, along with underlying

records and supporting documentation, of Magyar Villamos Mûvek Rt. in accordance with national audit stan-

dards and have gained sufficient and appropriate evidence that the annual financial statements have been

prepared in accordance whit the accounting law and with generally accepted accounting principles. In our

opinion, the annual financial statements give a true and air view of the equity and financial position of Magyar

Villamos Mûvek Rt. as at 31 December 2004 and of the results of its operations for the wear then ended. The

business report corresponds to the disclosures in the financial statements.

Budapest, 24 February 2005

Except for the resolution of the shareholders relating dividend payment of HUF 4992 million for the year

ended 31 December 2004, which is dated 29 April 2005.

Virágh Gabriella
Registered Auditor
Chamber membership No: 004245

Ernst & Young Kft.
Registration No. 001165

Auditors’
Report        
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Extract from Resolution No. 4/2005 (IV. 29.)

of the Shareholders' Meeting

Based on the information gathered from the Report

of the Supervisory Board and hearing the Auditors’

Report, the Shareholders’ Meeting approved the

financial statements and Annual Report of the Board

of Directors on the Company’s business activity in

2004 with a balance sheet total of HUF 482 289 mil-

lion and with a retained profit for the year of HUF

6767 million.

The Extraordinary Shareholders' Meeting of MVM of

November 19, 2004, ordered the distribution of an

interim dividend of HUF 2 995 300 800. The Sharehol-

ders’ Meeting set out that the conditions for distri-

buting the dividend as ‘Interim Dividend’ are normally

met pursuant to the annual Balance Sheet and

Income Statement. The Shareholders’ Meeting dee-

med the interim dividend to be dividend appropria-

ted from the net income for the year 2004.

The Shareholders’ Meeting of MVM has reviewed

MVM's Financial Statement dated December 31, 2004

and have determine that, beyond the HUF 120 per

share dividend, there shall be an additional dividend

of a gross amount of HUF 80 payable per HUF 8000

par value MVM share. This means the distribution of

an additional total amount of HUF 1 996 867 200 by

June 30, 2005. The Shareholders’ Meeting orders the

Company to appropriate its retained profit for the

year to retained earnings.

Resolution of the
Shareholders’

Meeting
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The year 2004 brought a positive change in MVM’s

financial position. Following two loss making years

(2002-2003) because of price regulations that were

disadvantageous for the Company, MVM’s net in-

come became positive once again. However, it was

not a perfect turnaround of the situation because

one of the core activities of the Company - public

utility electricity wholesale - still made a loss.

There were several factors that had significant

effects on the profitability of the commercial acti-

vity. The continued liberalization of the market (as

from July 2004, all non-household customers became

eligible) further reduced the volume of public utility

sales by 13.4% year-on-year. The Company tried to

compensate for these diminishing sales by restraining

its purchases from power plants, but this solution

was possible only to a limited extent because of

existing PPA’s and the requirements of availability. On

the whole, purchases from power plants were

reduced by 10.2% accompanied by a substantial

change in the generation portfolio. The Company

sold its surplus electrical output at capacity auctions

and through the MVM Market Place. Regulated

prices, applied to purchases from generators, were

terminated from January 1, 2004. Since that time,

purchase prices have been determined by the price

formulas set out in the PPA’s concluded previously

with power plants. Through this mechanism, purchase

prices ultimately rose by 5.1% during the year. The pub-

lic utility wholesale price of electricity (i.e. MVM’s sel-

ling price) was reduced by 2.9% as from February 1,

2004 despite the fact that the changes in cost factors

would have justified an increase instead. Because of

the impacts listed above, the operating income of the

electricity wholesale trade remained negative and

resulted in a loss of HUF 4.2 thousand million.

The financial position of the transmission activity

showed a balanced development and realized an

operating profit of HUF 4.5 thousand million, which

was only slightly down year-on-year.

The operating income of other activities was reduced

significantly (by HUF 1.9 thousand million) against the

base, mainly due to the fact that appropriations to

provisions were higher than before. Profits on finan-

cial transactions amounted to HUF 7.5 thousand mil-

lion, mainly due to the dividends received from affi-

liates (HUF 8.6 thousand million). The Company’s

profit after tax totalled HUF 9.8 thousand million. It

was for the first time for many years that the profits

of the Company made it possible to distribute a divi-

dend of some HUF 5 thousand million.

MVM’s
Activities as Reflected

by the Figures
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1.

Electricity

purchased from

power plants

Corporation 2003 2004
GWh GWh

Dunamenti 5 034    4 211    
Mátra 4 791    3 764    
Tisza 2 741    1 525    
Borsod 145    316    
Bakony 205    
Vértes 1 506    1 229    
Pécs 513    361    
Budapest 883    985    
Paks 10 297    11 164    
Csepel 1 860    1 663    
Tiszavíz 156    
GTER 3    
Total 27 975    25 376

2.

Electricity purchased

from MVM Rt.

by Distribution

Companies

Corporation 2003 2004
GWh GWh

ELMÛ 9 662 9 005
ÉDÁSZ 6 737 5 150
DÉDÁSZ 3 661 3 149
ÉMÁSZ 3 943 3 215
DÉMÁSZ 3 888 3 565
TITÁSZ 3 465 3 067
Total 31 356 27 151

3.

Electrictity

Balance

of MVM Rt.

Description 2003 2004
GWh GWh

P u r c h a s e
Power Plants 27 975 25 376
System Operator (Balancing) 450 -149
Import 5 007 4 432
Traders 265 152
Transformer losses 17 -161
Total Purchase 33 714 29 650

S a l e s
Public utility wholeshale to the
regional Distribution Companies 31 356 27 151
Export 677 539
System Operator
(Network losses+Balancing) 1 122 -22
Traders (with auctions) 559 1 982
Total Sales 33 714 29 650



4.

Year-end portfolio

of loans granted

by MVM Rt.

(in HUF million)

M V M ’ s  A c t i v i t i e s  a s  R e f l e c t e d  b y  t h e  F i g u r e s

Description 2003 2004

Long-term loans 348 42
Total short-term loans 1 387    1 148
Total loans granted 1 735    1 190

5.

Trends in long-

term liabilities

(in HUF million)

(excluding install-

ments falling due

next year)

Description 2003 2004

Investment and development credits 21 538    21 141
of which: World Bank credit 8 946    6 269

EIB credit 659    455
Domestic investment credit 11 934    14 417
Other long-term credit 12 066    -
Total long-term liabilities 33 795    21 141
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7.

Return of

financial

transactions

(in HUF million)

Description 2003 2004

Income from financial transactions 11 189 12 333
interests and interest-type revenues received 1 877 2 095
dividends received 5 584 8 642
other revenues from financial transactions 3 728 1 596

Expenditures on financial transactions 9 158 4 877
interests and interest-type costs paid 4 438 4 411
depreciation, re-crediting of financial investments 4 060 0
other expenditures on financial transactions 660 466

Return of financial transactions 2 031 7 456

6.

Next year’s

installments

of credit drawn

by MVM Rt.

(in HUF million)

Description 2003 2004

Investment and development credits 2 566    6 395    
Of which: World Bank credit 2 420    1 682    

EIB credit 146    130    
Domestic investment credit - 4 583    
Long-term loans received 263    180
Total 2 829    6 575
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8.

Performance

of MVM Rt.’s

development

projects in 2004

(in HUF million)

Description Approved Actual technical
development performance

plan

Transmission network 18 739    18 320
- development 7 583    7 395    
- overhaul 9 300    9 308    
- purchase of Dunamenti substation 600    600    
- telecommunication 542    199    
- interest on Transmission System

recognizable as assets 714    818    
Power plants 906    532

- gas turbine power plants 267    58    
- heat supply power plants 439    470    
- power plant business development activities 200    4    

Information technology 602    213    
Market opening project 184    46    
Buildings, other facilities, purchases 549    340    

Total investments 20 980    19 451 
Investments with development purposes 3 350    3 276    
Grand total 24 330    22 727 

9.

Trends in MVM Rt.’s

shares in 2004
(in HUF million)

Description Par

MVM Rt.’s shares in other companies as
of 31 December 2003 148 815

Total increase (until 31 December 2004) 4 849
- purchase of shares in Mátra Power Plant Ltd. 10
- purchase of quota and raise of capital

in Tatabánya Power Plant Ltd. 2 976
- participation in Vértes Power Plant Ltd. as

transferred from current assets 1 863

Total decrease (until 31 December 2004) 0

Shares of MVM Rt. in other companies
as of 31 December 2004 153 664
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10.

Presentation

of Profit/Loss
(in HUF million)

Revenues Expenditures Profit/Loss

Electric power business unit 344 791    347 424    -2 633    
Transmission business unit 23 917    19 431    4 486    
Other business units 11 067    5 970    5 097    
Other revenues - expenditures 4 300    9 056    -4 756    
Financial transactions 12 333    4 877    7 456    
Extraordinary revenues - expenditures 129    17    112
Total (without paying dividend) 396 537 386 775 9 762

11.

Trends

in assets

(in HUF million)

Description Opening Closing Difference
portfolio portfolio

Fixed assets 312 041    429 860    117 819 
- Intangible assets 1 997    1 778    -219    
- Tangible assets 106 292    112 966    6 674    
- Value adjustments of tangible assets 54 361    161 241    106 880    
- Financial investments 149 391    153 875    4 484    

Current assets 31 504    32 089    585
- stocks 38    236    198    
- receivables 25 080    28 194    3 114    
- securities 4 673    842    -3 831    
- liquid assets 1 713    2 817    1 104    

Accrued and deferred assets 21 763    20 340    -1 423
Total assets 365 308    482 289    116 981
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12.

Trends in the

sources of funds

(in HUF million)

Description Opening Closing Difference
portfolio portfolio

Equity 273 381    385 031    111 650 
- registered capital 199 687    199 687    -     
- capital reserve 31 257    31 257    -     
- profit reserve -10 686    -11 924    -1 238    
- valuation reserve 54 361    161 241    106 880    
- profit/loss for the year -1 238    4 770    6 008    

Provisions 2 746    6 535    3 789
Liabilities 80 308    83 719    3 411 

- long-term 33 795    21 141    -12 654    
- current 46 513    62 578    16 065    

Accrued and deferred liabilities 8 873    7 004    -1 869    
Total sources of found 365 308    482 289    116 981
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